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Abstract
Background: People have preconceived notions about how the world works from personal experiences. When these
notions are scientifically inaccurate they can encourage unintended learning outcomes. Thus assessing students’ prior
knowledge is important, allowing instructors to target misconceptions and optimize learning. However, the structure/
administration of pre-assessments can influence students’ achievement and potentially mask errors in understanding.
Methods: We investigated the influence of pre-assessment task order on students’ tree thinking responses. We
investigated student responses on a two-tiered pretest and an associated tree building task from 133 participants.
Results: Differences in the styles of student generated representations were significantly related to task order.
Conclusion: This influence creates the challenge of diagnosing student ideas and facilitating conceptual change, while
not accidentally provoking misconceptions in the process.
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Background
Individuals have preconceived notions developed from
their experiences and knowledge they have acquired from
the world around them. Conclusions individuals infer
from scientific concepts vary because each person’s experiences with scientific phenomena are different resulting in
different conclusions depending on whether this person is
or is not a scientist (e.g., Baum et al. 2005). Everyday
thinking is not always equivalent to scientifically accepted
concepts. Daily experiences can influence students to draw
on preconceived ideas that may result in an alternative
conception (Driver et al. 1994; Duit 1991). For example,
students’ intuitive folk taxonomy separates reptiles and
birds, while grouping crocodiles with lizards and turtles
based on reptilian characters. In contrast, an accurate
phylogenetic grouping would place crocodiles with birds
based on shared common ancestry (Figure 1). This shows
tree thinking is largely inconsistent with everyday thinking
about biological relatedness (Cobern et al. 1999).
According to Novick and Catley (2008), substantial
current college biology curriculum is driven by the use
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of phylogenetic trees. However, it is clear that most students do not interpret trees in the same manner as evolutionary biologists (Baum et al. 2005; Gregory 2008;
Halverson et al. 2011; Meir et al. 2007). Students’ alternative
conceptions, such as folk taxonomy groupings, can cause
individuals to generate a variety of inaccurate responses
when interpreting and explaining scientific concepts. If a
person’s initial knowledge is inaccurate, when confronted
with new, scientifically accurate explanations, they may not
accept the new idea because it does not fit into their prior
understanding (Bransford et al. 2000; Chi and Roscoe 2002;
Duit & Treagust 2003; Posner et al. 1982).
Current quantitative assessment instruments (e.g., Baum
et al. 2005) may uncover categories of student errors, such
as those described by Gregory (2008), but they do not uncover the underlying reasoning patterns. Thus, assessing
and diagnosing students’ prior knowledge is important in
classroom settings to allow teachers to target alternative
conceptions and optimize learning. However, the structure
or even the administration of a pretest itself can influence
students’ achievement and potentially mask errors in understanding (Solomon 1949). The purpose of this study
was to investigate how student generated representations
changed based on when they were given a tree building
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Figure 1 A sample phylogenetic tree illustrating evolutionary
relationships among four taxa.

task during a pre-assessment (e.g., before or after tree
thinking questions).
Theoretical framework

Learning can be described as a progression of change from
the learner’s prior naïve conceptions to intermediate conceptions to scientific conceptions (Niedderer and Goldberg
1994). In this process, the individual constructs personal
meaning by interpreting new information through a lens
of prior knowledge; in other words, new knowledge builds
upon prior knowledge (Bransford et al. 2000). Many educators use pretests as a method of assessing students’ prior
knowledge and diagnosing alternative conceptions in a
particular content area (Berry 2008). It has been suggested
that taking a pretest can influence students’ perceptions of
content, influencing student performance on the assessment (Solomon 1949). This can be explained as a form of
intuitive heuristics. Maeyer and Talanquer (2010) describe
intuitive heuristics as a process students use to answer
questions through simplification of their reasoning
process. Students use less information than scientists to
determine scientific relationships and use a series of potentially arbitrary rules when deciding where to look for
information and how to answer questions based on the information gathered (Maeyer and Talanquer 2010). Students may answer assessment questions using short-cuts:
(1) students’ recognition of the material; (2) the similarities
they see between subject material (e.g., similarities between taxa); and (3) external cues that promote choosing
one answer over another (e.g., one answer is more in line
with everyday thinking than accurate scientific thought or
reading the trees across the tips) (Maeyer and Talanquer
2010). Students may consciously or unconsciously use
these rules or short-cuts when presented with tree building or tree reading assessments.
Tree building (generating a phylogenetic diagram) is
a cognitively more difficult task than tree reading
(interpreting and comparing phylogenetic diagrams) and
builds upon a student’s tree reading ability (Halverson
2011). One common problem individuals have is
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incorrectly reading phylogenetic trees across the tips,
looking only at extant taxa rather than correctly interpreting
the nodes (Crisp and Cook 2005). Maeyer and Talanquer
(2010) found a similar problem in chemistry where students used arbitrary trends in the periodic table to answer
questions when comparing individual atoms.
Researchers have used a two-tiered pretest to assess
student tree thinking by presenting multiple styles of
phylogenetic trees for students to interpret and compare
(see Halverson et al. 2011). A traditional two-tiered pretest consists of two parts: the first is a multiple-choice,
the second requests the students explain their answer
choice. On this pretest students were also asked to generate a visual representation illustrating the relationships
among 14 plant, fungi, and animal taxa and to explain
the relationships drawn. While we accept that task order
can influence students’ learning, it is unknown if task
order on a single pretest influences students’ responses
on the given assessment.
Research questions

In order to identify how student generated representations changed based on when they were given a tree
building task during a pre-assessment, we asked the following three research questions: 1) What styles of representations did students generate when given a tree
building task?; 2) How do student justifications of representations differ when students are given a tree building
task before versus after a tree reading assessment?; and
3) What is the connection between student generated
representations and student tree reading?

Methods
Participants came from two public research universities
across four semesters, for a total of 133 students. Students
were enrolled in one of two upper-level biology courses.
Both courses used phylogenetic trees heavily during instruction, highly emphasizing tree thinking. Each course
ranged from about 30 to 50 students and was designed for
life sciences majors. There was no significant difference
between the sample populations at each university for the
last two semesters (t(73) = .608, p = .545). Thus, we considered the two populations as one for the purpose of this
study. We gave students enrolled in the first two semesters
a tree thinking pretest. The last question of this pretest
was a tree building task. We changed the order of pretest
questions for students enrolled in the last two semesters.
For these students the tree building task was the first
question on the pretest.
Data sources

Data came from student responses on a two-tiered pretest
and associated tree building task (see Halverson et al.
2011). The pretest assessed students’ tree reading skills.
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The tree building task asked students to draw a visual representation that illustrated their understanding of how
given taxa were related to one another. Students also provided written descriptions explaining their representation.
Data analysis

For the qualitative portion of our data analysis, we used a
deductive method to code the types of representations students generated and students’ justifications for these images, on the pretest. We identified four categories of
student generated representations: accurate tree representations, alternative tree representations, alternative
tree-like representations, and alternative non-tree-like
representations (see Halverson 2011). We further identified the nature of the student generated representations as appearing tree-like in nature (accurate tree
representations, alternative tree representations, and alternative tree-like representations) or non-tree-like in
nature (alternative non-tree-like representations). To
improve the reliability of our findings, each researcher
coded all student responses. We compared codes and
had 100% inter-rater reliability.
As a secondary analysis, we grouped student representations into categories of diagrams according to the justifications students provided for their images. Phylogenetic
diagrams were the only representations for which students
used scientific explanations to justify accurate evolutionary
relationships among taxa. Students justified relationships
in ecological diagrams by relying on factors such as habitat, trophic level, etc. Students explained that they viewed
evolution as progressive or that organisms evolved into
one another when they generated diagrams representing
alternative evolutionary principles.
For the quantitative portion of our data analysis, we
scored the accuracy of students’ tree thinking at the beginning of the semester by giving students one point for
selecting the appropriate multiple choice response and
one point for providing an accurate explanation for why
they selected their answer (maximum of two points per
question). We then assigned numeric values to the style
of representations students generated on the tree building task. In order to determine the relationship between
task order and its influence on student generated
phylogenetic trees, we conducted a Pearson’s Chisquare test. For this analysis we grouped student generated representations into four categories: phylogenetic
diagrams, ecological diagrams, diagrams representing
alternative evolutionary principles, or no representation.
We compared these styles of representations with respect to when the task was administered, before or after
the pretest. We used Yates’s continuity correction in
place of χ2 to account for the expected cell count violation. Statistical significance was assigned when p < 0.05.
We also analyzed the likelihood of students generating
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tree-like diagrams in relation to task order by calculating tree-like and non-tree-like frequency counts.
We analyzed the relationship between student tree
thinking and their generated representations by running
an independent t-test to determine the statistical significance between assessment scores and the tree-like nature of the representations generated. For this analysis
we grouped the style of representations students generated into two categories: tree-like and non-tree-like. To
further explore the population we divided the population
into four groups and ran a one-way ANOVA (Figure 2).
Three planned contrasts were decided a priori comparing
four groups: students who were given the tree building
task after the pretest and drew a tree-like representation,
students who were given the tree building task after the
pretest and drew a non-tree-like representation, students
who were given the tree building task before the pretest
and drew a tree-like representation, and students who
were given the tree building task before the pretest and
drew a non-tree-like representation.

Results & discussion
We organized our findings into three major sections. First,
we describe the frequency and types of representations
students generated. Second, we describe the representation style differences related to tree building to task order.
Finally, we describe the relationship between the representation styles generated and students’ tree reading.
Styles of representations generated

Generating a phylogenetic tree involves isolating, interpreting, and using data as evidence of evolutionary
relationships. There are many different styles of representation an expert could generate if asked to draw a visual
representation illustrating the relationships among the following organisms: bat, onion, dolphin, parrot, oak tree,
fern, pine tree, slug, daisy, human, trout, algae, mushroom,
turtle, crab, and fly. Of the varying representation styles,

Figure 2 Three planned contrasts of the ANOVA design.
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Table 1 Styles of student generated representations
Representation style

Number of students

Percentage

Accurate tree

8

6%

Alternative tree

47

35%

Alternative tree-like

27

20%

Alternative non-tree-like

43

33%

No attempt

8

6%

scientifically accurate representations share the following
features: relationships are grouped based on evolutionary
histories and common ancestry, all organisms are considered to be related and are connected within a single representation, taxa are placed at the terminal tips assuming
there are hypothetical ancestors at the nodes, and consensus nodes are used when relationships are unknown and
result in the tree being non-bifurcating at that location.
This can cause the tree to have three or more branches
coming off a single node.
We asked students to consider the same 16 organisms
listed above and draw a visual representation that illustrated their understanding of how the organisms are related to one another. We categorized student generated
representations and found that only eight participants
generated a scientifically accurate style of representation
(Table 1). The remainder of students generated alternative representations or did not attempt a representation.
We further hypothesized that exposing students to
phylogenetic trees on the pretest before giving them the
tree building task would influence the likelihood that students would create more tree-like diagrams (accurate tree
representations, alternative tree representations, and alternative tree-like representations) rather than non-tree-like
diagrams. We found that the students who completed the
pretest before completing the tree building task were
nearly three times more likely to create tree-like representations than students who completed the tree building
task at the beginning of the pretest (Table 2).
Student justification differences

We grouped participants’ representations into four categories according to the biological explanations students
provided justifying their images: phylogenetic diagrams,
Table 2 Changes in physical representation styles in
relation to task order
Representation
style

Tree building task
given after pretest

Tree building task
given before pretest

Number of Percentage Number of Percentage
students
students

Table 3 Change in content of representation styles in
relation to when tree building task was given
Representation
style

Tree building task
given after pretest

Tree building task
given before pretest

Number
of
students

Percentage

Number
of
students

Percentage

Phylogenetic
diagram

6

11%

2

3%

Ecological diagram

12

22%

48

62%

Alternative
evolutionary
principles

32

58%

25

32%

No representation

5

9%

3

4%

ecological diagrams, alternative evolutionary principles,
or no representation. Overall, the majority of students
(88%) generated an alternative style of representation on
the pretest. We found a statistically significant difference
in the styles of representations students generated in relation to task order (χ2(3) = 22.27, p = < .001). When students were given the tree building task after the pretest
they were more likely to generate trees grounded in an
evolutionary basis: more than half (58%) of the students
generated diagrams representing alternative evolutionary
principles and 11% of students generated scientifically
accurate phylogenetic diagrams. When the tree building
task was given before the pretest, students were more
likely to generate trees grounded in an ecological basis:
the majority of students (62%) generated ecological diagrams (Table 3). This suggests that task order influences
the biological basis students used to determine what it
means for taxa to be related to one another.

Student representations and tree reading

We compared the styles of students’ representations to
their tree reading pretest scores using an independent
group t-test and found there was a statistically significant
relationship (t(131) = 2.191, p = .03) between the tree-like
nature of the representation styles and students’ tree reading scores. Although we found that Levene’s Test for
Equality of Variance was not significant, the significant results of the t-test may be a factor of the category size differential rather than differences in student scores. This
unknown is due to the non-tree-like category being 45%
larger than the tree-like category.
Table 4 ANOVA table
Sum of squares

df

Mean square

F

Sig.

3.118

.028

Between groups

3.676

3

1.225

Tree-like

32

58%

15

19%

Within groups

50.692

129

.393

Non-tree-like

23

42%

63

81%

Total

54.368

132
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Table 5 Planned contrast table
Contrast Value of contrast Std. error
1

-.2178

.24860

2

-.4461

.17136

3

.0805

.18010

t

df

Sig. (2-tailed)

-.876

129

.383

−2.603 129

.010

.447

129

.656

To explore this relationship further we ran a one-way
ANOVA with three planned contrasts and found a statistically significant difference in our four group means
(F(3,129) = 3.12, p = .028) (Table 4). We ran this ANOVA
using the square root of the pretest score rather than the
pretest scores to correct for our violation of Levene’s Test
for Equality of Variance. Planned Contrasts 1 and 3 found
no significance between testing groups (Table 5). Planned
Contrast 2 found a statistically significant difference between testing groups (t(129) = −2.6, p = .01). Specifically,
we found that students with higher tree thinking scores
were more likely (t(129) = 2.6, p = .01) to draw tree-like
representations when given the tree building task after
the pretest.

Conclusions
Preassessments are often used to evaluate students’ prior
knowledge at the beginning of a course (Berry 2008). This
study provides evidence that assessments used to diagnose
students’ prior ideas can actually present information that
influences their understanding. In some cases of this
study, the assessments presented new information to some
students as they had no prior experience or no recollection of seeing phylogenetic trees. Maeyer and Talanquer
(2010) found that errors and bias may arise because students are looking at the face value of an assessment. By
looking only at the surface of the assessment rather than
attempting to understand the content, students are not
making a connection between the tree reading questions
and the tree building task the way the expert biologists
would. Students may use shortcut strategies to answer assessment questions regarding the biological relatedness of
organisms. The students who took the assessment with
the tree building task as the last question may have been
influenced by the tree reading questions and used the
shapes found in those questions to pattern the physical
shape of the representations they generated. Additionally,
the arbitrary trend of reading a phylogenetic tree based on
the relative position of the organisms across the tips of the
trees (Halverson et al. 2011) is reflected in how students
justify the representations they generated. Thus, students
with higher tree thinking ability are more likely to generate tree-like representations when given the tree building
task after the pretest than those students given the tree
building task before the pretest.
Using a tree reading pretest and a tree building task in
tandem can be used to gain an understanding of

students’ prior knowledge (Halverson et al. 2011). However, we found that task order influenced student responses on a single tree building task. The connection
between task order and pretest scores indicates that
using an evaluative activity as a pretest question can
serve as a prior knowledge diagnostic tool for courses
that explore evolutionary relationships. Exposure to the
phylogenetic diagrams helps students think about biological relatedness more in terms of evolution, even if inaccurate, rather than in ecological terms which is more
consistent with everyday experiences (Staub et al. 2006).
However, simply exposing students to phylogenetic diagrams will not increase their tree thinking skills; this can
only be accomplished through explicit instruction.
The influence of task order can create a challenge for
diagnosing student ideas. Educators must remember that
task order on preassessments can influence student responses and plan assessments with this knowledge in
mind. While these diagnostic tools can inform future instruction, they may mask additional alternative understandings. By expanding this study to include additional
samples from more universities, educators will develop a
deeper understanding of the relationship between task
order and how students represent their ideas.
Our study provides evidence that assessments used to
diagnose students’ prior ideas can present new information that influences their current understanding. We
found that task order influenced student responses on a
single tree building task. Exposure to the phylogenetic
diagrams helped students think about biological relatedness more in terms of evolution, even if inaccurate, rather than in ecological terms as is more consistent with
everyday experiences.
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